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We Are Here To Help
When market volatility spikes, investors yearn for the safety and comfort of
cash. However, it’s important to always consider who is on the other side of a
trade and why they are so willing to make your pain go away.

Rough Patches

While this is a painful move in just three
months, notice the subsequent one, three,

There is an old saying that stocks go up in
escalators and down in elevators. Although
it may feel like ancient history by now, the

and five-year returns. The numbers are
staggering. It is as if the market was placed
in a slingshot, pulled back, and released.

fourth quarter of 2018 was a harsh reminder
of this truism.

Last year was no different. After falling
19.6%, the S&P 500 rebounded to deliver a

From October 1st through December 24th of
that year, the S&P 500 fell 19.6% (1). The

phenomenal 39.9% one-year total return
through December 24th 2019 (1).

volatility caught even the most astute
investors off guard and likely fueled some
interesting conversations around dinner
tables that holiday season.

What’s going on here? Why would the
market recover so consistently when the
drivers of each downturn were presumably
different? To answer such questions,

To better understand how the stock market

consider this not-so-hypothetical scenario.

has responded to times like these, the table
below shows the worst performing quarters
for the S&P 500 from 1940 - 2017. The bold
row at the bottom indicates that the average
loss for the worst of the worst quarters was
just over 20%.

Volatility begins to rise for whatever reason
and catches the eyes of nervous investors.
The media begins to run relatively benign
stories of large one-day losses and how they
compare to history.

1 A Wealth of Common Sense (https://awealthofcommonsense.com/2018/12/buying-when-stocks-are-down-big/)

For example, The Dow Jones Industrial Index

The stock market decline accelerates to the

(DJIA) fell 1,175 points on Monday, February

point where it begins to flirt with a

5th, 2018 (1). At the time, it was the largest

“correction” (a decline of 10% from a recent

point decline in history, which led to the

high). This gives the media the green light to

following headlines:

run stories of a looming recession and invite
fearmongers

to

primetime

shows

to

prophesize the end of the world.
Individual investors sitting at home begin to
panic. What if this is another 2008? Nobody
saw that coming, so why is this time any
2https://www.google.com/search?q=dow+drop on 2/6/2018

Comparing point declines in an index
provides zero insight. Only percentage
moves matter. The Dow closed the prior

different? After a few weeks of sleep
deprivation, the fear and panic become too
much. They call their financial advisors and
beg them to make the pain go away.

trading day at 25,520.96, so a drop of 1,175

And as they breathe a sigh of relief after the

points equates to a 4.6% decline (1). While

risky stocks in their portfolio get replaced

this may sting, it is by no means the largest

with the perceived safety of cash, take a

daily loss in history.

guess who is on the other side of that trade

But the media does not care. These

with an ear-to-ear grin. Me.

headlines get people to click on links, and

I and other professional investors become

that sells advertising. Market timers and the

our most charitable selves in these times.

most skittish investors sell early, which only

Can’t take the misery of owning stocks that

adds more fuel to the fire. Stories that

are down over 20% in a matter of weeks? We

counter the bears’ narrative get pushed back

are here to help. We will gladly take that off

to page eight (below the obituaries).

your hands, and in the process, convert your

Economic data and other fundamental

short-term pain into long-term misery.

drivers are no longer front-page material.

Because the volatility eventually dies down.
Panicked sellers exit the market, and stocks

stabilize. This prompts the media to quickly

economy. But the pros know that emotions

shift the narrative, publishing stories of a

do not permanently derail $20 trillion

“recovery” and “buying opportunity” as

economies, so they step in, buy up what they

economic data makes its way back to the

can, and then patiently wait for stocks to go

front page. Sellers are left to kick themselves

back to being fueled by the economy.

for acting so rash, and some may never
return to risky asset classes because the
scars run too deep.

The bottom line is that blood in water
attracts sharks. Don’t forget this the next
time fear and panic cause volatility to spike.

The Bottom Line
Here’s one way the pros differentiate

Sincerely,

between panic and the start of a recession.
Stocks are fueled by economic growth over
the long run, and the U.S. economy is a
massive machine. The fundamentals driving
it change slowly and can be observed.

Mike Sorrentino, CFA
Chief Investment Officer

Think about an oil tanker. Course corrections
for a ship longer than a football field take a
while to complete, and the trained eye can

Three Key Points

often see where it is headed by checking its

1. Market volatility tends to encourage

wake, propeller speed, etc.

investors to make bad decisions.

The U.S. economy is that oil tanker, and

2. Big quarterly losses in stocks tend to

when the stock market is moving around like

precede impressive rebounds.

a speedboat, professional investors take
notice because something other than
fundamentals is usually driving prices.
More often than not, emotions are what
decouple the stock market from the

3. Always remember who is on the other side
of a trade when selling into panic.
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Disclosures
Fleming Financial Services, Inc. is a Licensed
Investment Advisor registered with the State of
Arizona. This communication is not intended as an
offer or solicitation to buy, hold or sell any financial
instrument or investment advisory services.
Securities investing involves risk, including the
potential for loss of principal. There is no guarantee
that any investment plan or strategy will be
successful. The foregoing content reflects the
opinions of Fleming Financial Services, Inc and is
subject to change at any time without notice.
Content provided herein is for informational
purposes only and should not be used or
construed as investment advice or a
recommendation regarding the purchase or sale of
any security. There is no guarantee that the
statements, opinions or forecasts provided herein
will prove to be correct. Past performance may not
be indicative of future results. Indices are not
available for direct investment. Any investor who
attempts to mimic the performance of an index
would incur fees and expenses which would reduce
returns.
Please contact us at (480) 632-8770 if there is any
change in your financial situation, needs, goals or
objectives, or if you wish to initiate any restrictions
on the management of the account or modify
existing restrictions. Please notify us if you do not
receive statements from your Custodian on at least a
quarterly basis. Our current disclosure brochure,
Form ADV Part 2, is available for your review upon
request. This disclosure brochure, or a summary of
material changes made, is also provided to our
clients on an annual basis.

